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 Psychology A-Level: Paper 1 Knowledge Booklet
 Name: __________________________________________________________
Paper 1:
Social Influences
	Memory
	Attachment
	Psychopathology

Instructions:
1. Read through the list of statements on the Mastery Matrix and red, amber, green each statement
2. Use LCWC to practice your key knowledge on the red and amber sections
3. Use your exercise or text book to recap any statements you are unable to do.
Social Influences:
Mastery Matrix:
UNIT
TOPIC
TEXTBOOK PAGES
LEARNING STATEMENT
R
A
G
Social Influences
Conformity: types and explanations
Pg. 16-17
Identify and describe the three different types of conformity (internalisation, identification and compliance)
 
 

Social Influences
Conformity: types and explanations
Pg. 16-17
Describe the two main reasons for conformity proposed by Deutsch and Gerard (1955)- informational social influence and normative social influence
 
 

Social Influences
Conformity: types and explanations
Pg. 16-17
Evaluate informational social influence and normative social influence as explanations for conformity
 
 

Social Influences
Asch’s Research
Pg. 18-19
Describe real-life applications for conformity
 
 

Social Influences
Asch’s Research
Pg. 18-19
Describe Asch's study into conformity
 
 

Social Influences
Asch’s Research
Pg. 18-19
Describe the three variables which Asch found affect conformity (group size, unanimity and task difficulty)
 
 

Social Influences
Asch’s Research
Pg. 18-19
Evaluate Asch's research into conformity
 
 

Social Influences
Conformity to social roles
Pg. 20-21
Describe Zimbardo's Stanford prison experiment
 
 

Social Influences
Conformity to social roles
Pg. 20-21
Explain what is meant by the term social roles
 
 

Social Influences
Conformity to social roles
Pg. 20-21
Evaluate Zimbardo's research into conformity
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Milgram’s research
Pg.22-23
Define obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Milgram’s research
Pg.22-23
Describe Milgram's obedience study
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Milgram’s research
Pg.22-23
Evaluate Miglram's research into obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Situational variables
Pg.24-25
Explain what is meant by situational variables
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Situational variables
Pg.24-25
Identify the three situational variables proposed by Milgram (proximity, location and uniform)
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Situational variables
Pg.24-25
Describe a study which investigated the effect of proximity on obedience 
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Situational variables
Pg.24-25
Describe a study which investigated the effect of location on obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Situational variables
Pg.24-25
Describe a study which investigated the effect of uniform on obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Situational variables
Pg.24-25
Evaluate situational variables as an explanation for obedience 
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Social-psychological factors
Pg. 26-27
Identify the two social-psychological factors which affect obedience (agentic state and legitimacy of authority)
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Social-psychological factors
Pg. 26-27
Describe what is meant by the agentic state and how this affects obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Social-psychological factors
Pg. 26-27
Explain what is meant by the agentic shift
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Social-psychological factors
Pg. 26-27
Describe what is meant by legitimacy of authority and how this affects obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Social-psychological factors
Pg. 26-27
Explain what is meant by destructive authority
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Social-psychological factors
Pg. 26-27
Evaluate the agentic state and legitimacy of authority
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Dispositional explanations
Pg. 28-29
Describe a study investigating a dispositional explanation for obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Dispositional explanations
Pg. 28-29
Describe the characteristics of an authoritarian personality
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Dispositional explanations
Pg. 28-29
Explain the origins of an authoritarian personality, linking to the psychodynamic approach
 
 

Social Influences
Obedience: Dispositional explanations
Pg. 28-29
Evaluate dispositional explanations for obedience
 
 

Social Influences
Resistance to social influence
Pg. 30-31
Define social support and locus of control (LOC)
 
 

Social Influences
Resistance to social influence
Pg. 30-31
Explain how the above 2 factors help people to resist social influence
 
 

Social Influences
Resistance to social influence
Pg. 30-31
Explain the difference between internal and external locus of control
 
 

Social Influences
Resistance to social influence
Pg. 30-31
Evaluate resistance to social influence
 
 

Social Influences
Minority Influence
Pg. 32-33
Define minority influence
 
 

Social Influences
Minority Influence
Pg. 32-33
Describe the study of Moscovici et al. (1969)
 
 

Social Influences
Minority Influence
Pg. 32-33
Describe 3 processes which bring about minority influence; commitment (augmentation principle), flexibility and consistency
 
 

Social Influences
Minority Influence
Pg. 32-33
Describe the snowball effect
 
 

Social Influences
Minority Influence
Pg. 32-33
Evaluate minority influence
 
 

Social Influences
Social influence and social change
Pg. 34-35
Explain how social change can be brought about through minority influence
 
 

Social Influences
Social influence and social change
Pg. 34-35
Explain how social change can be brought about using majority influence (conformity)
 
 

Social Influences
Social influence and social change
Pg. 34-35
Evaluate social influence processes in social change
 
 


Knowledge:

Topic:
Types of conformity and explanations
1
What are the three types of conformity?
Compliance, internalisation and identification
2
Define compliance
A superficial and temporary type of conformity where we outwardly go along with the majority view, but privately disagree with it. 
3
Define internalisation
A deep type of conformity where we take on the majority view because the content of the attitude/behaviour proposed is consistent with our own value system. 
4
Define identification
A moderate type of conformity where we take on the majority view because we want to be associated with the group as we value them in some way, even though we don’t necessarily agree with everything they believe.
5
What are the two explanations for conformity?
Normative social influence (NSI) and informational social influence (ISI)
6
What is Informational Social Influence?
People conform because they want to be right
7
What is Normative Social Influence?
People conform because they want to be accepted by the group. 
8
Which explanation for conformity is most likely to lead to internalisation?
Informational Social Influence
9
Which is the shallowest type of conformity?
Compliance
10
Which is the most extreme form of conformity?
Internalisation



Topic:
Variables Affecting Conformity (Asch’s Research)
1
Name the study which investigated the effect of group pressure on conformity?
Asch's line study (1951,1956)
2
Describe the procedure of Asch's line study
x 123 US undergraduate in groups of 9. 
x only one naive participant and the rest confederates
x Shown 3 lines and asked to say which was the same length as the 'standard' line
3
Describe the findings of Asch's study
x When confederates gave same wrong answer, mean conformity rate= 33%
x Participants agreed with wrong answer on a third of the 12 trials
4
State three variables which affect conformity
	Group size

Unanimity- the extent to which people in the group are saying the same answer
Task difficulty
5
What is the effect of group size on conformity?
With 3 confederates giving the wrong answer conformity rose to 31.8%. Any more or less than 3 has no effect
6
What Is the effect of unanimity on conformity?
Conformity reduced by a quarter when there was a dissenting confederate giving the right answer
7
What is the effect of group size on conformity?
Conformity increased when line-judging task made more difficult
8
What is a confederate?
A colleague of the researcher who is aware of the true aim of the study
9
Would making a task more easy increase or decrease the likelihood of a person conforming?
Decrease
10
Would having more dissenting participants increase or decrease the likelihood of a person conforming?
Decrease

Topic:
Conformity to social roles (Zimbardo’s prison experiment)
1
What are social roles?
The behaviours expected of an individual who occupies a given social position
2
What is conformity to social roles?
When an individual adopts a certain behaviour and belief when in a particular social situation, but stop when they are out of that situation.
3
What is the key study which investigated conformity to social roles?
Zimbardo’s Stanford Prison Experiment (1973)
4
Describe the sample used in Zimbardo's study
24 American, male undergraduate students
5
Describe the procedure of Zimbardo's study
x Volunteers psychological and physically screened 
x Randomly assigned role of 'prisoner' or 'guard'
x Prisoners arrested at home and given uniform and assigned ID number
x Guards given uniform and wooden clubs and told had complete power over prisoners
6
Describe how the prison guards showed conformity to their roles
x Abused and harassed prisoners- frequent headcounts in middle of night, cleaning toilets with bare hands, punished for smallest misdemeanour
7
Describe how prisoners showed conformity?
x Accepted harsh treatment
x Became passive and subdued- 5 had to be withdrawn early
8
After how many days was the experiment stopped?
After 6 instead of 14 days
9
What is the overall conclusion from the findings of Zimbardo's study?
Demonstrate the power of social roles on people's behaviour- both guards and prisoners conformed to roles even when went against moral principles
10
Give an example of a social role other than prisoner or guard
Teacher/student/policeman

Topic:
Obedience- Milgram’s Research
1
Define obedience
A type of social influence whereby somebody acts in response to a direct order from a perceived authoritative figure
2
Name the study which investigated obedience 
Milgram (1963)
3
Describe the sample  in Milgram's study
40 male volunteers
4
How many confederates were there and what role did they play?
2 confederates- one  the experimenter, who issued the orders to the participant, and the other who was rigged to be the ‘learner’- instructed to deliberately give the wrong answer
5
What role did the naïve participant play?
The teacher- tested learner on ability to learn word pairs. If learner got answer wrong was issued increasingly strong electric shocks
6
What was the range of electric shocks?
15 volts to 450 volts
7
What were the results of Milgram’s experiment?
x All participants went to 300 volts
x 65% continued to maximum level of 450 volts
8
What were two ways in which the participants were deceived?
1. They thought they were randomly assigned to learner and teacher, whereas it was rigged so confederate was always learner
2. Naïve participant thought they were issuing real electric shocks
9
State one way in which Milgram addressed this deception
He debriefed participants at end of study and sent a follow-up questionnaire
10
What conclusion can we draw from this experiment?
People are willing to obey orders from an authoritative figure even if it goes against moral principles

Topic:
Situational Variables Affecting Obedience
1
What are situational variables?
External factors which influence levels of obedience
2
What are the three situational variables?
Proximity. location and uniform
3
What were the three variations for proximity Milgram carried out?
1. Teacher and learner in same room
2. Teacher forced learner's hand onto a shock plate
3. Experimenter gave orders over the phone
4
What effect did proximity have on obedience?
1.  Teacher and learner in same room= obedience dropped to 40%
2. Teacher forcing hand onto shock plate= obedience dropped to 30%
3. Experimenter gives orders over phone= Obedience dropped to 20.5%
5
What variation did Milgram carry out to investigate the effect of location?
Study conducted in a run-down office as opposed to Yale University
6
What effect did location have on obedience?
When in run-down office obedience dropped to 47.5%
7
What variations did Milgram carry out to investigate the effect of uniform on obedience?
Experimenter replaced with an ordinary member of public dressed in everyday clothes
8
What effect did the uniform variation have on obedience?
Obedience dropped to 20% when experimenter dressed in everyday clothes. 
9
Describe 3 conditions in which obedience would be maximised
1. The person giving order is wearing a uniform
2. The person giving orders is in close proximity to them
3. The location is prestigious

Topic:
Social-Psychological Factors Affecting Obedience
1
What are 2 social-psychological explanations for obedience?
Agentic state and legitimacy of authority
2
What is the agentic state?
When a person sees themselves as an agent for carrying out another person's wishes
3
What is the  autonomous state?
When a person sees themselves as free to behave according to their own principles
4
What is the agentic shift?
The shift from being autonomous to taking on the agentic state- normally when in presence of perceived authority
5
What are binding factors?
Aspects of the situation that bind us to the task and help us to block out the moral strain we are experiencing
6
What is legitimacy of authority?
A person who is perceived to be in a position of social control within a situation (condition needed to shift into agentic state)
7
What social-psychological conditions will make it more likely for a person to obey?
If they shift from an autonomous to an agentic state and being given orders by a legitimate authoritative figure
8
State a study which shows support for legitimacy of authority
Blass and Schmitt (2001)
9
How does the Blass and Schmitt study show evidence for legitimacy of authority?
x Showed a film of Milgram's study and students blamed experimenter for harm of learner
x argued obedience was due to ptpts perceiving experimenter as legitimate authoritative figure
10
State a real-life application of social-psychological factors for obedience
Real-life war crimes= My Lai Massacre (Vietnam War)

Topic:
Dispositional Explanations for Obedience
1
What is a dispositional explanation for obedience?
The perception of obedience as caused by internal characteristics of individuals
2
What is an authoritarian personality?
A type of personality which predisposes an individual to obedience
3
What are the traits of somebody with an authoritarian personality?
1. Respect and obedience to authority
2. Dismissive to inferior
3. ''Black and white' thinking
4. Need strong leaders to promote traditional values
4
What are the origins of the authoritarian personality?
Stems from strict disciplinarian parenting- conditional love, impossibly high standards, expectation to be completely loyal.
5
What is the F-scale?
Questionnaire assessing nine personality dimensions linked to authoritarian personality
6
Who developed the F-scale?
Adorno et al.(1950)
7
Describe a study which shows support for the authoritarian personality leading to obedience
Elms and Milgram (1966)- 'obedient' and ' disobedient' participants from Milgram's shock experiment were issued with F-scale
x found higher levels of authoritarianism amongst 'obedient' participants
8
What is an issue with Elms and Milgram’s study?
It is correlational- does not show a causal link between obedience and authoritarian personality
9
Why is the authoritarian personality known as a dispositional explanation for obedience?
It focuses on an individual's internal personality traits which could lead to obedience
10
What is one methodological issue with the F-scale?
It is a questionnaire based on agree or disagree- lead to acquiescence bias (tendency to agree regardless of content)

Topic:
Resistance to Social Influence
1
What are two reasons why someone might resist social influence?
Social support and internal locus of control
2
What is social support?
The presence of people who resist pressures to conform or obey can help others to do the same.
3
How did Asch show evidence for social support increasing resistance to conformity?
A dissenting confederate decreased conformity from 33% to 5.5%
4
How did Milgram show evidence for social support increasing resistance to conformity?
Seeing a confederate disobey orders reduced obedience from 65% to 10%
5
What is internal locus of control?
The belief that we are responsible for what happens in our lives
6
What is external locus of control?
The belief that what happens in our lives is caused by events outside of our control
7
Which is more likely to lead to resistance to social influence- internal or external locus of control?
Internal locus of control
8
How is locus of control linked to resistance to social influence?
People who have a high internal locus of control are more likely to be able to resist social pressure
9
Which traits does a person with high internal locus of control has that helps them to resist social influence?
x More self-confident- doesn't need approval from group
x Information seekers- rely less on opinion of others
10
What is a dissenting confederate?
A person in an experiment who goes against the group

Topic:
Minority Influence
1
What is minority influence?
A form of social influence where members of the majority group change their beliefs or behaviours as a result of their exposure to a persuasive minority. 
2
What are the three behavioural styles needed to enhance the influence of the minority?
Commitment, consistency and flexibility
3
What is commitment?
The degree to which members of a minority are dedicated to a particular cause or activity- the greater the commitment, the greater the influence

What is the augmentation principle?
The more risky the actions the more commitment this demonstrates- leaves the majority thinking ‘they must really believe in this if they’re willing to get hurt…’
4
What is consistency?
Minority influence is effective when the minority keeps the same beliefs, both over time, and between different members of the minority group. 
5
What are the two types of consistency?
Synchronic and diachronic consistency
6
What is synchronic consistency?
Consistency between people in the minority
7
What is diachronic consistency?
Consistency over time
8
What is flexibility?
Minority influence is effective when they show a willingness to compromise when expressing a position.

What is the snowball effect?
The more people who ‘convert’ to the minority view the faster the rate of conversion
9
Name the study which shows support for consistency in influencing the majority
Moscovici et al. (1969)

What was the procedure of Moscovici et al.’s study?
X 172 ptpts tested to ensure they were not colour blind
X In groups of 6 (3 other ptpts and 2 confederates) ptpts asked to state colour of 36 slides.
X All slides were different shades of blue
X condition A: The confederates were CONSISTENT and called the slides green on all trials.
x Condition B: The confederates were INCONSISTENT and called the slides green 24 times and blue 12 times.
X Control:  Six naïve participants with no confederates
10
What were the results of Moscovici et al.'s study?
X Control group=  only 0.25% of the participants reported any green slides.
X Consistent group = participants answered ‘green’ in 8.42% of the trials
X Inconsistent group = participants answered ‘green’ in 1.25% of the trials.

Topic:
Social Influence and Social Change
1
What is social change?
Occurs when a society or section of society adopts a new belief or way of behaving which then becomes widely accepted as the norm
2
What are three types of social influence which could lead to social change?
Conformity, obedience and minority influence


Social change through minority influence:
3
What is conversion?
When an individual who is exposed to a persuasive argument under certain conditions changes their view to match those of the minority= a prerequisite for minority influence leading to social change
4
What are the stages in the conversion process?
Drawing attention to issue, cognitive conflict, consistency, commitment (augmentation principle), the snowball effect

What are two examples of social change happening through minority influence?
	Rosa Parks and the Civil Rights Movement

Women’s right to vote and the Suffragettes 

Explain how the Suffragettes led to social change through conversion?
	Drawing attention to the issue- used educational, political and militant tactics to draw attention to fact that women were denied same voting rights as men

Role of conflict- created conflict between only men being allowed to vote and position advocated by suffragettes. Some people deal with this by moving towards the position of the suffragettes. 
Consistency- were consistent in their views regardless of attitudes of those around them. Protests continued for years. 
Augmentation principle- were willing to risk imprisonment or death from hunger strikes
Snowball effect- universal suffrage was finally accepted by majority in UK.


Social change through conformity:

What is a social norms approach?
Behaviour is based on what people think others believe and do (the ‘perceived norm’) than on their real beliefs and actions (the ‘actual norm’). People will alter their behaviour to fit the perceived norm.
E.g. If university students think that heavy drinking is the norm, they’ll drink more.
5
What is social norms intervention?
An attempt to correct misperceptions of the normative behaviour of peers in order to change the risky behaviour of a target population
6
What is a misperception?
The gap between a person's perceived norm and the actual norm
7
Describe the 'Most of us don't drink and drive' campaign as evidence for influence of social norms intervention
x Carried out in Montana, USA
x Found that the majority of young adults believed that their peers would drink and drive 
x Ran the campaign stating that 'MOST Montana young adults don't drink and drive'
x Results= prevalence of reported driving after drinking reduced by 18.7%


Social change through obedience:
8
How can social change happen by challenging obedience?
We need disobedient, positive role models to enable us to think independently and resist the gradual commitment to obey
9
What is gradual commitment?
Once a small instruction is obeyed it becomes more difficult to resist a bigger one- people 'drift' into a new kind of behaviour
10
Which researcher revealed the importance of disobedient role models?
Milgram- demonstrated importance of disobedient role models in the variation where a confederate teacher refuses to give shocks to the learner, the rate of obedience in the genuine participants plummeted.

Memory:
Mastery Matrix:
UNIT
TOPIC
TEXTBOOK PAGES
LEARNING STATEMENT
R
A
G
Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Describe short-term memory (STM)
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Describe long-term memory (LTM)
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Define coding in relation to STM and LTM
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Describe one piece of research into coding within memory
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Describe one piece of research into the capacity of STM
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Describe one piece of research into the duration of STM
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Describe one piece of research into the duration of LTM
 
 

Memory
Coding, capacity and duration
Pg. 46-47
Evaluate research on the coding, capacity and duration
 
 

Memory
MSM
Pg.48-49
Identify and describe the three stores which make up the multi-store model of memory (Sensory, STM and LTM)
 
 

Memory
MSM
Pg.48-49
State the two stores which make up the sensory store (Iconic and echoic)
 
 

Memory
MSM
Pg.48-49
Explain the difference between maintenance rehearsal and prolonged rehearsal
 
 

Memory
MSM
Pg.48-49
Describe the process of retrieval
 
 

Memory
MSM
Pg.48-49
Outline and describe the case study of HM as support for the multi-store model
 
 

Memory
MSM
Pg.48-49
Evaluate the Multi-store model
 
 

Memory
Types of LTM
Pg.50-51
Identify and describe the three stores which make up long term memory (Episodic, semantic and procedural memory)
 
 

Memory
Types of LTM
Pg.50-51
Describe one study that has investigated the different types of long-term memory
 
 

Memory
Types of LTM
Pg.50-51
Compare the differences between episodic, semantic and procedural memory
 
 

Memory
Types of LTM
Pg.50-51
Evaluate the different types of long-term memory
 
 

Memory
WMM
Pg. 52-53
Identify and describe the four main components of the working memory model (Central executive, phonological loop, visuo-spatial sketchpad, episodic buffer)
 
 

Memory
WMM
Pg. 52-53
Evaluate the working memory model (WMM)
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 54-55
Define interference
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 54-55
Identify and describe the two types of interference (proactive and retroactive interference)
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 54-55
Describe one study in which interference as an explanation of forgetting was investigated
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 54-55
Evaluate interference as an explanation for forgetting. 
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Define and explain retrieval failure as an explanation for forgetting 
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Define encoding specificity principle
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Define context-dependent forgetting
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Describe a study investigating context-dependent forgetting
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Describe state-dependent forgetting
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Describe a study investigating state-dependent forgetting
 
 

Memory
Explanations for forgetting
Pg. 56-57
Evaluate retrieval failure as an explanation for forgetting
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Define eyewitness testimony (EWT)
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Outline and describe one study investigating the effect of leading questions on EWT
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Explain how response-bias explains the effect of leading questions on EWT
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Define post-event discussion
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Outline and describe one study investigating the effect of contamination during post-event discussion
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Explain how post-event discussion may affect the accuracy of eyewtiness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 58-59
Evaluate research into the influence of  misleading information on the accuracy of eyewitness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 60-61
Explain what is meant by the term anxiety in the context of eyewtiness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 60-61
Outline and describe one study supporting the negative effect anxiety can have on eyewtiness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 60-61
Outline and describe one study supporting the positive effect anxiety can have on eyewitness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 60-61
Describe the Yerkes-Dodson Law and how it provides an explanation for the contradictory findings on the effect of anxiety on eyewitness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 60-61
Evaluate research that has investigated the influence of anxiety on the accuracy of eyewitness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 62-63
Describe the cognitive interview and how it is used to improve the accuracy of eyewitness testimony
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 62-63
Describe the four main techniques that are used in the cognitive interview
 
 

Memory
EWT
Pg. 62-63
Evaluate the cognitive interview
 
 






Knowledge:

Topic:
Coding, capacity and duration
1
Define capacity
The amount of information a memory store can hold
2
Define coding
The format in which the information is stored
3
Define duration
The amount of time the information is stored 
4
Name the study which investigated the duration of LTM
Bahrick et al. (1979)

Describe the procedure and findings of the Bahrick et al study
	400 ptpts aged between 17 and 74 years- shown a set of photos and list of names (some random and some from old yearbook)

Asked to identify ex-school friends
Those who’s left high school in last 15 years identified 90% of faces and names
Those who’d left 48 years previously identified 80% of names and 70% of faces
Suggests memory for faces= long lasting. 
5
Name the study which investigated the duration of STM
Peterson and Peterson (1959)

Describe the procedure and findings of the Peterson and Peterson study
	Nonsense trigrams (e.g. ZFB) given to ptpts

Had to count backwards in threes from a large three-digit number (prevent mental rehearsal) for varying periods of times
Found 80% of trigrams were recalled correctly after 3 seconds
Only 3% after 18 seconds
Suggests STM duration= about 18 seconds

6
Name the study which investigated the coding of STM and LTM
Baddeley (1966)

Describe the procedure and findings of the Baddeley study
	Gave different lists of words to 4 groups of ptpts to remember:

Group 1 words sounded similar (e.g. cat, cab, can)
Group 2  Words sounded different (e.g. pit, few, cow)
Group 3 Words with similar meanings (great, large, big)
Group 4  Words with different meanings (e.g. good, huge, hot)
	Ptpts were shown original words and asked to recall them in correct order.

When recalled immediately (recall from STM), they did worse with acoustically similar words. 
When recalled list after 20 minutes (recall from LTM), they did worse with semantically similar words. 
Info coded acoustically in SMT and semantically in LTM. 


Name the study which investigated the capacity of STM using digit span
Jacobs (1887)

Describe the procedure and findings of the Jacobs study
	4 digits read out and ptpt recalls these out loud in correct order

If correct researcher reads out 5 digits and so on until ptpts cannot recall order correctly= individual’s digit span
Mean span for digits across all ptpts = 9.3 items
Mean span for letters = 7.3


Topic:
Multi-Store Model
1
State the 3 components of the MSM
Sensory register, short-term memory and long-term memory
2
State the coding, capacity and duration of the sensory register
Coding= sensory specific
Duration= limited (milliseconds
Capacity= very large
3
State the coding, capacity and duration of the short-term memory
Coding= acoustic (sound)  
Duration= very limited (18 seconds)
Capacity= Limited (7=/- 2 chunks)
4
State the coding, capacity and duration of long-term memory
Coding= semantic (meaning) 
Duration= lifetime/years
Coding= Unlimited
6
Define maintenance rehearsal
When you repeat information over and over in order to keep it in your STM

Define prolonged rehearsal
When we rehearse information for long enough that it transfers into our LTM
7
Define attention 
Information from the environment that we notice is transferred from the sensory register to the STM
8
Define retrieval
The process by which we transfer material back into our STM from our LTM so that we can recall it.
9
Name a case study which shows support for the MSM
Patient HM (Scoville and Milner, 1957)
10
Describe the case study of HM
	Suffered from epilepsy and his hippocampus was removed during surgery (central to memory function)

His LTM was damaged read the same magazine repeatedly without remembering it and couldn’t recall what he had eaten earlier the same day. 
	His STM still intact  performed well on tests of immediate span

Topic:
Types of Long-term Memory
1
State the 3 types of LTM
Episodic, semantic and procedural
2
Define semantic memory
Memory for facts and knowledge shared by everyone
3
Define procedural memory
Memory for actions, tasks and skills
4
Define episodic memory
Memory for personal events in an individual's life
5
Which type of LTM is time-stamped?
Episodic memory
6
Give one difference between episodic memory and procedural memory
Episodic memory= explicit/procedural= implicit
7
Give one similarity between episodic memory and semantic memory 
They are both explicit
8
Being able to recall that you need a sharpner to sharpen your pencil- which type of LTM is this?
Semantic
9
Recalling the first time you rode a bike- which type of memory is this?
Episodic
10
Which brain-damaged patient shows support for the different types of LTM?
Clive Wearing
11
Describe and explain why Clive Wearing shows evidence for the different types of LTM?
	Viral infection led to amnesia due to damage to his hippocampus and associated areas

He was a world class musician
Lost his episodic memory  no memory of his wedding, cannot remember his musical education
Procedural memory still intact can still play the piano

Topic:
Working Memory Model
1
What is the working memory model? 
A representation of STMà concerned with part of the mind that is active when we are temporarily storing and manipulating information  
2
Name the 4 main components of the WMM
Central executive, phonological loop, visuo-spatial sketchpad and episodic buffer
3
Define the role of the central executive
It has a supervisory function and directs attention to the slave systems. 
4
Define the role of the phonological loop 
The component of the WMM that processes information in terms of sound (both written and spoken material).  
5
Name the 2 slave components of the phonological loop 
	Articulatory control system (‘inner voice’) – Keeps info.  in PL through vocal repetition and is linked to speech 

	Phonological store (‘inner ear’)- Stores words recently heard for a short period of time 


6
Define the role of the visuo-spatial sketchpad 
The component of the WMM that processes visual and spatial information in a mental space (‘inner eye’) 
7
Name the 2 slave components of the visuo-spatial sketchpad
	Inner scribe- handles spatial relationships 

	Visual cache- processes visual info. About form and colour of an object 


9
Define the role of the episodic buffer 
Binds and integrates information from all of the other components and sends info. To the LTM.  
9
What is dual-task performance?
Carrying out two tasks at the same time
10
Name and describe the study which investigated dual-task performance
Baddeley et al. (1975)- ptpts had two carry out two tasks at the same time
X Asked to track a dot of light whilst describing letter ‘F’ (=2 visual tasks)
X Then asked to carry out visual and verbal task
X Found performance was worse for 2 visual tasks compared to visual and verbal task 
X When completing two visual tasks they compete for limited resources of visuo-spatial sketchpad= support for WMM

Topic:
Interference
1
Define interference
When one memory disrupts your ability to recall another memory- more likely to happen when these memories are similar. 
2
State the 2 types of interference
Retroactive and proactive interference
3
Define retroactive interference
Forgetting due to new memories disrupting your ability to recall old memories- more likely to happen when memories are similar.
4
Define proactive interference
Forgetting due to old memories disrupting your ability to recall new memories.- more likely to happen when  memories are similar. 
5
Name a scientific experiment which shows evidence for interference
McGeoch and McDonald (1931):
	3 groups given word list A to learn. Had 10 minute interval where had to memorise new list

Group 1 list of synonyms to words in list A
Group 2 list of nonsense syllables
Group 3 List of numbers
Then had to recall words in list A
Group 1 12% recall worst recall compared to most effective for group 3 who had digits (37%)
6
Name a real-life study of interference
Baddeley and Hitch (1977):
	Asked rugby players to remember names of teams they’d played in that season week by week

Not all players played in every match
Those players who had played the most matches forgot the most opponent teams as the matches had interfered with their memory. 

7
When is interference more likely to happen?
When the memories are similar to each other
8
You learn to drive on the left hand side of the road and when you go to Spain you drive on the left hand-side instead of the right- which type of interference is this?
Proactive interference
9
You learn German and then French and when you go to recall German you always recall French- which type of interference is this?
Retroactive interference

Topic:
Retrieval Failure
1
What is retrieval failure?
Forgetting information due to the absence of cues. The information is available but not accessible
2
Define the Encoding Specificity Principle
Cues at learning must be present at retrieval to aid memory
3
Name the two types of retrieval failure
State-dependent and context-dependent forgetting
4
What is context-dependent forgetting?
Memory is more effective if the external environment is the same at learning and recall
5
What is state-dependent forgetting?
Memory is more effective if your internal state is the same at learning and recall
6
If you learnt information in one classroom and if you recall that information in a different classroom you are more likely to experience retrieval failure- which type of retrieval failure is this?
Context-dependent forgetting
7
Which researchers showed evidence for context-dependent forgetting?
Godden and Baddeley (1975)- deep sea divers:
	Deep sea divers learned a list of words either underwater or on land and then asked to recall the words either underwater or on land, creating 4 conditions:

	Learn on land- recall on land

Learn on land- recall underwater
Learn underwater- recall underwater
Learn underwater- recall on land
	Recall= 40% lower in non-matching conditions external cues available at learning were different from the ones at recall= retrieval failure. 


8
Which researchers showed support for state-dependent forgetting?
Carter and Cassaday (1998)- anti-histamines:
	Ptpts given anti-histamine drugs making them drowsy. 

Ptpts had to learn lists of words and passages of prose and then recall info. creating 4 conditions:
	Learn on drug- recall on drug

Learn not on drug- recall when not on it
Learn on drug- recall when not on it
Learn not on drug- recall when on it
	In conditions where there was a mismatch between internal state at learning and recall- recall= significantly worse. 


9
Which researchers showed support for the encoding specificity principle?
Tulving and Pearlstone (1966):
	Ptpts had to learn a list of 48 words belonging to categories

Recalled in one of 2 conditions:
FREE RECALL given no categories
CUED RECALL  Given categories
Ptpts in free recall condition recalled 40% of words. Ptpts in cued recall recalled 60% of words. 

Topic:
Factors affecting EWT
1
Define eyewitness testimony
The evidence provided in court by a person who witnessed a crime, with the aim of identifying the perpetrator
2
What are 3 factors which affect the accuracy of eyewitness testimony?
Post event discussion, leading questions and anxiety

Topic:
Influence of misleading information on EWT:
1
State two types of misleading information
	Leading questions- the way a question is worded can influence your recall 
	Post event discussion- when witnesses discuss an event and their memory can get contaminated by things that other people say 


2
Name the researchers who investigated the effect of leading questions
Loftus and Palmer (1974)- car crash
3
Describe the procedure of Loftus and Palmer (1974)
X 45 students asked to watch video of car crash
X Asked a question and verb used in question was changed for each group- ‘how fast were the cars going when they….. each other?’
X Verbs= ‘contacted, bumped, collided, hit, smashed’
X Found more charge behind verb= higher speed estimate
X A week later they were asked whether they saw any broken glass (there was none)
4
Describe the findings of Loftus and Palmer (1974)
X Ptpts who were given the more charged verbs= more likely to report seeing broken glass- memory of original event= distorted due to one word in a sentence. 
5
Name the researchers who investigated the effect of post event discussion
Gabbert et al. (2003)- video of crime from different points of view
6
Describe the procedure of Gabbert et al. (2003)
X Pairs of ptpts watched a video of a crime which was filmed from different points of view- each ptpts could see elements in the event that the other couldn’t
X Pairs discussed what they had seen before completing recall test. 
7
Describe the findings of Gabbert et al. (2003)
X 71% of ptpts mistakenly recalled aspects of event they didn’t see but had picked up in discussion. 
X In a control group where there was no discussion, figure= 0%


Influence of anxiety on EWT:
1
Define anxiety
A state of emotional and physical arousal
2
What is the Yerkes-Dodson Law?
States that extreme anxiety (too high or too low) reduces EWT accuracy and moderate anxiety enhances EWT accuracy- can be used to explain contradictory findings on the influence of anxiety on EWT. 
3
What is the weapon focus effect?
A weapon in a criminal’s hand distracts attention from other features (because of the anxiety it creates) and therefore reduces the accuracy of identification of the perpetrator in a crime.

4
Name the study which shows the negative effect of anxiety on EWT accuracy (weapon focus effect)
Johnson and Scott (1976)- knife and pen
5
Describe the procedure and findings of Johnson and Scott (1976)
PROCEDURE:
X Ptpts asked to wait in a waiting room where heard an argument in next room. Man then runs out. 
X 2 conditions:
Low anxiety condition Overhead argument in lab and man runs out holding a pen with hands covered in grease
High anxiety condition ptpts overhear heated argument, sound of breaking glass and crashing chairs. Man runs out holding bloodied letter opener. 
X Groups shown 50 photos and asked to identify the man
FINDINGS:
X Low anxiety condition= 49% accuracy. High anxiety condition 33% accuracy. 
6
Name two studies which show the positive effect of anxiety on EWT accuracy
Yuille and Cutshall (1986)- Canadian robbery/ Christianson and Hubinette (1993)- Swedish robbery of a bank
7
Describe the procedure and findings of Yuille and Cutshall (1986)
PROCEDURE:
X real-life shooting in a Canadian gun shop where shop owner shot thief dead. 
X Interview of witnesses held 3-5 months later and compared to original police interview made at time of shooting. 
X Witnesses asked to rate how stressed they had felt at time of incident. 
FINDINGS:
X Witnesses= v. accurate and was little change in accuracy after 5 months. 
X Ptpts with highest levels of stress= most accurate (about 88% compared to 75% for less-stressed group)
8
Describe the procedure and findings of Christianson and Hubinette study (1993)
PROCEDURE:
X Questioned 58 real witnesses to Swedish bank robberies. 
X Witnesses were either victims (bank teller= high anxiety) or bystanders (employee/customer= low anxiety). 
X Interviews conducted 4-5 months after robberies. 
FINDINGS:
X All witnesses= good memories for details of robbery. 
X Most anxious witnesses (victims)= best recall. 

Topic:
Cognitive Interview
1
What is the cognitive interview?
A method of interviewing witnesses for a crime to help them retrieve more accurate memories
2
State the 4 components of the CI
Recall everything, context reinstatement, reverse the order and change perspective
3
Which researchers developed the CI?
Geiselman et al. (1984)
4
Describe recall everything
Witness asked to report all details of event, even irrelevant ones
5
How does recall everything improve accuracy of memory?
Memories are interconnected- recollection of trivial details may cue other important memories
6
Describe context reinstatement 
Involves the witness mentally re-creating the situation in their mind details of environment (e.g. weather, time etc.) and emotions (e.g. what they were feeling)
7
How does context reinstatement improve accuracy of memory?
Makes memories accessible through contextual and emotional cues- helps to retrieve memories.
8
Describe reverse the order
Witnesses are asked to describe the event in a different chronological order e.g from end to beginning
9
How does reverse the order improve accuracy of memory?
Prevents people from reporting expectations of how event happened rather than the actual event
Also prevents dishonesty- harder to produce untruthful account if have to reverse it. 
10
Describe change perspective
Witness is asked to mentally recreate the situation from another person’s point of view
11
How does change perspective improve accuracy of memory?
Disrupts effects of schemas on recall schemas generate expectations of what would have happened and could be the schema that is recalled rather than what actually happened. 
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Knowledge:

Topic:
Caregiver- infant interactions
1
Define attachment
The formation of a strong, two-way emotional bond between two individuals
2
Which 3 behaviours indicate an attachment has been formed?
1. Proximity- child will have a need to be close to caregiver
2. Separation distress- child will show distress when separated from caregiver
3. Secure-base behaviour- when playing child will always come back at several points and check in with caregiver before going back off to play again. 
3
State 2 types of caregver-infant interactions
Reciprocity and interactional synchrony
4
What is reciprocity?
The adult and infant communicate by taking turns and one action elicits a response from the partner. 
5
What is interactional synchrony?
When adult and infant mirror what the other is doing in a co-ordinated and synchronised way.
6
State one study which shows support for interactional synchrony
Meltzoff and Moore (1977)
7
Describe the procedure of Meltzoff and Moore (1977)
	Studied 2-3 week olds. Adult model displayed 1 of 3 facial expressions or hand movements. 

A dummy was placed in infant’s mouth- prevent any response. 
Dummy was removed and response was filmed
8
Describe the findings of Meltzoff and Moore (1977)
Infants will imitate the facial and hand gestures of the adult model
9
Give one difference between interactional synchrony and reciprocity
During interactional synchrony the responses are similar
10
Why is interactional synchrony important?
It leads to better quality caregiver-infant attachments

Topic:
The Role of the Father
1
Early research saw fathers more as a ____________
playmate

How did Bowlby describe the role of mothers and fathers in attachment?
-Mother= normally the primary caregiver. Seen as nurturing and able to recognise and respond to needs of child
-Father= Playmate- engages in physical play with child
2
Describe the procedure of Grossman (2002)
Longitudinal study of 44 families
'Compared the  mothers' and fathers' role in the development of their children's attachment at 6, 10 and 16 years
3
Describe the findings of Grossman (2002)
Quality of infant attachment with mothers related to attachments in adolescence. 
But quality of father's play was related to attachments in adolescence
4
Describe a study which suggested that fathers can act as primary caregivers
Field (1978):
	Filmed 4-month old babies interactions with primary caregiver mothers and fathers and secondary caregiver fathers

Primary caregiver fathers had more face to face interactions (like primary caregiver mothers) compared to secondary caregiver fathers.
5
Which is more important when developing attachments- gender or behaviour?
Behaviour

Topic:
Schaffer’s Stages of Attachment
1
State the 4 stages of attachment
	Asocial (birth to 2 months)
	 Indiscriminate attachments (2 months-6 months)

Discriminate attachments (7 months-12 months)
Multiple attachments (1 year onwards)
2
Describe the asocial stage
Infant shows similar responses to objects and people
3
Describe the indiscriminate attachments stage 
Infant shows preference for human company over non-human company. 
Can distinguish between humans but comforted by anyone (no stranger anxiety) 
4
Describe the discriminate (specific) attachments stage
Infant shows preference for one caregiver and shows separation and stranger anxiety. Show joy upon reunion and comforted by primary caregiver 
5
Describe the multiple attachments stage
Form attachments with several different people (siblings, grandparents etc.) secondary attachments.  
6
Which study showed support for the stages of attachment?
Schaffer and Emerson (1964)
7
Describe the procedure of the Schaffer and Emerson study (1964)
Studied 60 babies from Glasgow, working class families. 
Babies and mothers visited at home every month for 1st year and at 18 months. 
Mothers asked about separation and stranger anxiety
8
Describe the findings of Schaffer and Emerson
50% babies showed separation anxiety to usually the mother at 25-32 weeks
40 weeks- 80% had specific attachment, 30% had multiple attachments
9
What is an issue with the sample used in the Schaffer and Emerson study?
It is not representative of the wider population- families all from Glasgow and working class
10
State another issue with the Schaffer and Emerson study other than the unrepresentative sample?
It was carried out in the 1960s and a lot has changed since this time

Topic:
Animal Studies
1
What is imprinting?
An innate readiness to develop a strong bond with a caregiver which normally takes place during the first few hours after birth. 
2
What are the long-lasting effects of imprinting?
It affects later mating preferences and it is irreversible
3
What is sexual imprinting?
Animals (especially birds) will choose to mate with the same kind of object upon which they imprinted. 
4
What is the study which shows evidence for imprinting?
Lorenz (1935)
5
Describe the procedure of Lorenz’s study
	Split a clutch of geese- one half hatched with mother and ither hatched in incubator- Lorenz was the first moving object they encountered. 

Lorenz recorded their behaviour
6
Describe the findings of Lorenz’s study
	Naturally hatched goslings followed mother, incubator ones followed Lorenz. 

7
Which study showed evidence that attachment is not based on the feeding bond?
Harlow (1959)
8
What is the critical period in animals?
A mother figure has to be introduced to an infant within 90 days for an attachment to form. After this time the damage caused by early deprivation is irreversible.
9
Describe the procedure of Harlow's study
*Reared 16 baby monkeys with two wire 'mothers'
*Condition 1= wire mother dispensed milk/condition 2= cloth mother dispensed milk
*measured time spent with each mother and observed reactions of monkeys when frightened
10
Describe the findings of Harlow's study
·         Regardless of which mother dispensed milk, monkeys always preferred the cloth mother
11
What were some of the long-lasting effects of maternal deprivation on the monkeys?
They grew up to be more aggressive, less social and some attached their own children or even killed them
12
According to Lorenz is imprinting reversible or irreversible?
Irreversible

Topic:
Learning Theory
1
What is the cupboard love approach?
Infants attach to the person who provides them with food
2
What is the main assumption of learning theory?
We learn from the environment and our experiences and we are all born as blank slates
3
Which 2 researchers proposed the cupboard love approach?
John Dollard and Neal Miller
4
Through which two processes do we learn to develop attachments according to learning theory?
Classical and operant conditioning
5
How do infants develop attachment through classical conditioning?
Infants learn to associate the unconditioned stimulus of food with the caregiver
6
Name the unconditioned and neutral stimulus when babies learn to attach through classical conditioning
UCS= food
NS= mother

What is drive reduction theory?
When an animal is uncomfortable and this creates a drive to reduce that discomfort.
7
How do infants learn to form attachments through operant conditioning?
When child is hungry they experience discomfort and have a drive to reduce this
They will cry- causes mother to feed them and drive is reduced= feelings of pleasure
Acts as negative reinforcement- infant has escaped something unpleasant
Behaviour that led to being fed= more likely to be repeated brings caregiver closer and leads to dev. Of attachment. 
8
What is the primary and secondary reinforcer in operant conditioning?
Food= primary reinforcer (supplies reward)
Caregiver= secondary reinforcer as they bring the food (they are associated with the food)
9



Topic:
Bowlby’s Monotropic Theory

What is Bowlby’s monotropic theory of attachment?
Animals and humans have an innate tendency to form attachments. This is rooted in evolutionary theory.
1
How are attachments adaptive?
Attachments give our species an advantage as they make us more likely to survive as the infant is kept safe, given food, kept warm etc.
2
Define social releasers
Innate social behaviours or characteristics which elicit caregiving and leads to attachment.

What are the two types of social releasers?
Behavioural and physical
3
Give two behavioural social releasers
Crying and cooing

What is a physical social releaser?
Baby face features and body proportions
4
What is the critical period in humans?
Babies have to form an attachment within the first 2 years of their life otherwise their development will be damaged. 
5
What is monotropy?
Infants form one very special emotional bond (the primary attachment relationship). 
7
What is the internal working model?
A mental schema for relationships based on the attachment with our primary caregiver. All child’s future adult relationships will be based on this.  
9
What is the law of continuity?
A high quality relationship with the primary caregiver in infancy will lead to higher quality childhood and adult relationships and vice versa for poorer quality relationships.

Topic:
Ainsworth’s Strange Situation
1
What is the Strange Situation?
A systematic way to test the nature of attachment between infant and caregiver
2
What are the 7 stages of the Strange Situation?
1. Infant and caregiver play 2. Stranger enters 3. Caregiver leaves 4. Caregiver returns and stranger leaves 5. Caregiver leaves 6. Stranger returns 7. Caregiver returns
3
Which 4 types of behaviours was the Strange Situation testing for?
1. Separation anxiety 2. Stranger anxiety 3. Secure-base behaviour 4. Reunion behaviour
4
In the first stage when caregiver and infant are playing together which behaviour is this testing for?
Secure-base behaviour
5
What are the three types of attachment Ainsworth found?
Secure, insecure-resistant, insecure-avoidant
6
What is a secure attachment?
X Shows secure-base behaviour
X Moderate levels of separation and stranger anxiety
X Easily comforted when mother returns
7
What is an insecure-avoidant attachment?
X Does not use mother as a secure base and comfortable to explore
X Low levels of separation and stranger anxiety
X Shows little interest when mother returns
8
What is an insecure-resistant attachment?
X Not confident to explore and clings to mother
X Extreme levels of separation and stranger anxiety
X Reunion behaviour- seeks mother and rejects her e.g. may push her away. 
9
Describe the findings of the Strange Situation
UK: Secure= 60-75%, Insecure-avoidant= 20-25%, insecure-resistant= 3%

Topic:
Cultural Variations
1
Define cultural variation
The differences in norms and values that exist between people in different groups
2
Define an individualist culture
Emphasis on personal independence and achievement at the expense of group goals. Strong sense of competition (e.g UK, USA etc.)
3
Define a collectivist culture
Emphasis on family and work goals above individual needs and desires. There is a high degree of interdependence between people (e.g. China)
4
State the three main studies carried out on cultural variations 
1.      Van IJzendoorn and Kroonenberg (1988)= Meta-analysis 
2. Jin et al. (2012)= Korea 
3. Grossman and Grossman (1991)= Germany

Describe the procedure of Van Ijzendoorn and Kroonenberg’s study
X Meta-analysis of Strange Situation and combined findings of 32 other Strange Situation studies from a variety of different countries
5
State the three main findings from Van Ijzendoorn and Kroonenberg's study
1. Secure attachment= most common
2. Insecure-avoidant= Highest % in Germany
3. Insecure-resistant= least common overall, but highest  in Japan
6
Was the variation greater between or within cultures in Van Ijzendoorn and Kroonenberg's study?
Within cultures- 1.5 times greater
7
Explain why insecure-avoidant was the highest in Germany?
German caregivers bring up children to be independent
8
Explain why insecure-resistant was highest in Japan?
Japan= collectivist culture. Japanese infants are v. rarely lef by their mothers
9
How does Van Ijzendoorn and Kroonenberg's study show support for Bowlby's monotropic theory?
Cultural similarity of secure being most common--> suggests attachment is innate
10
Which other study showed evidence for high levels of insecure-resistant in Asian countries?
Jin et al. (2012):
	Compared attachment types in Korea to other studies using the Strange Situation to assess 87 children

Proportions of insecure and secure babies= similar to most countries. 
Higher levels of insecure-resistant
11
What other study showed evidence high levels of insecure-avoidant in Germany? 
Grossman and Grossman (1991)

Topic:
Theory of Maternal Deprivation
1
What is the maternal deprivation hypothesis?
Prolonged separated from the primary caregiver can have a detrimental effect on the emotional and intellectual development of an infant
2
State two areas of development affected by maternal deprivation
Emotional development (affectionless psychopathy) and intellectual development
3
Define affectionless psychopathy
Inability to experience guilt or emotions for others. It is associated with criminality
4
Name a study which shows a link between maternal deprivation and poor intellectual development
Goldfarb (1947)
5
Describe the procedure of Goldfarb's study
Group 1- first few months in orphanage and then fostered
Group 2- First 3 years in orphanage and then fostered
IQ tested up until age of 12
6
Describe the findings of Goldfarb's study
Group 2 performed less well on IQ test (68) compared to group 1 (96)
7
Name a study which shows a link between maternal deprivation and poor emotional development?
Bowlby's 44 Thieves (1944)
8
Describe the procedure of Bowlby’s 44 thieves study
X Case studies completed on backgrounds of 44 adolescents who were referred to clinic because they had been stealing
X Was a control group of emotionally disturbed adolescents who didn’t steal for comparison. 
9
Describe the findings of Bowlby’s 44 thieves study
X 17 of the thieves had experienced frequent separations from mother before age of 2, compared to 2 in control group. 
X 14 thieves diagnosed as affectionless psychopaths
X 12/14 experienced separation from mothers
X Long-term separation from main caregiver early in life can have harmful consequences. 

Topic:
Institutionalisation
1
Define institutionalisation?
The social, mental and physical effects of living in an institutional setting (such as hospital or orphanage)
2
Name two orphan studies which investigate the effects of institutionalisation
1. Rutter's ERA study (2011)
2. The Bucharest Early Intervention project (2005)- Zeanah et al.
3
What are four effects of institutionalisation?
1. Mental retardation (low IQ)
2. Disinhibited attachment (form of insecure attachment- child is equally friendly towards strangers)
3. Physical underdevelopment (dwarfism)
4. Poor parenting (e.g. Harlow’s monkeys)
4
What was the procedure of Rutter’s ERA study?
X Longitudinal, natural experiment. 
X Followed group of 165 Romanian orphans adopted in Britain. 
X Physical, cognitive and emotional development assessed at 4, 6 11 and 15. 
X Group of 52 British children adopted at similar times= control group
5
What were the findings on IQ for Rutter's ERA study?
x Adopted before 6 months: IQ= 102
x Adopted between 6 months and 2 years: IQ= 86
x Adopted after 2 years: IQ= 77
6
What were the findings for Attachment type for Rutter's ERA study?
Adopted after 6 months= dis-inhibited attachment
Adopted before 6 months rarely showed dis-inhibited attachment
7
What is the conclusion from Rutter's study?
Intellectual development that is damaged can be recovered provided that adoption takes place before 6 months
8
What was the procedure of The Bucharest Early Intervention Project- Zeanah et al. (2005)?
X Had experimental and control group. Experimental= 95 children between 12 and 31 months who had spent most of early lives in institutional care
X Control group= 50 children who never experienced institutional care. 
X Attachment type of both groups tested using Strange Situation and carers asked for behavioural characteristics of children (e.g. clinginess)
9
What were the findings of The Bucharest Early Intervention Project?
74% of control group= securely attached
65% of institutional group= disorganised attachment/44%= dis-inhibited attachment
10
What is a study that supports the idea that institutionalisation can lead to poor parenting?
Harlow's monkeys

Topic:
Influence of Early Attachment on Later Relationships
1
What is an internal working model?
A schema based on a person’s expectations of relationships as a result of their attachment with their primary caregiver
2
What are 3 types of relationships in later life that early attachment can have an impact on?
1. Romantic Relationships
2. Childhood relationships
3. Relationship with own child as parents
3
State a study which has shown a link between romantic relationships and early attachment
Hazan and Shaver (1987)
4
What 3 things did Hazan and Shaver's 'Love Quiz' Assess?
1. Current/most important relationship
2. Attitudes towards love (assessment of IWM)
3. Current and childhood attachments
5
What were the findings of Hazan and Shaver's study?
A positive correlation between attachment type and experiences of love
X Secure attachment-= Romantic relationships lasted on average 10 years
X insecure-resistant= 5 years
X insecure-avoidant= 6 years
6
State 2 studies which have shown a link between childhood relationships and early attachment
1. Sroufe et al. (2005)= Minnesota parent-child study
2. Myron-Wilson & Smith (1998)
7
Describe the Minnesota parent-child study (2005)
X Followed ptpts from infancy to late adolescence
X Securely attached infants- highest rated for social competence, less isolated and more popular in later childhood. 
8
Describe the study carried out by Myron-Wilson & Smith (1998)
X Assessed children aged between 7 and 11 from London using questionnaires
X Found secure children= less likely to be involved in bullying, insecure-resistant= more likely to be bullies, insecure-avoidant= more likely to be victims of bullying
9
State a study which has shown a link between poor parenting and early attachment
Bailey et al. (2007)
10
Describe the carried out by Bailey et al. (2007)
X Assessed 99 mothers with 1-year old baby on quality of attachment using Strange Situation
X Also assessed quality of attachment of mothers with their own mothers when they were a child using an interview
11
What were the findings of Bailey et al.'s study?
Mothers who had poor attachments with their own mothers= more likely to have poor attachments with their own child 
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Psychopathology
Definitions of abnormality
Pg. 135 and 137 (AS book)
Evaluate the 4 ways to define abnormality
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Phobias
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Phobias
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Define the 3 types of phobia as outlined by the DSM-5
 
 

Psychopathology
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Psychopathology
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The behavioural approach to explaining phobias
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The behavioural approach to explaining phobias
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Explain how we acquire phobias through classical conditioning
 
 

Psychopathology
The behavioural approach to explaining phobias
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Pg. 145 (AS book)
Evaluate the behavioural approach to explaining phobias
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Pg. 146 (AS textbook)
Define systematic desensitisation
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Pg. 146 (AS textbook)
Define flooding
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Pg. 146 (AS textbook)
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Evaluate the behavioural approach to treating phobias
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Depression
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Describe the 4 main categories for depression as outlined by the DSM-5
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Describe the behavioural characteristics of depression
 
 

Psychopathology
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Pg. 140-141 (AS textbook)
Describe the emotional characteristics of depression
 
 

Psychopathology
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Pg. 148 (AS textbook)
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Pg. 148 (AS textbook)
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Psychopathology
The Cognitive Approach to Explaining Depression
Pg. 149 (AS textbook)
Evaluate the cognitive approach to explaining depression
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The Cognitive Approach to Treating Depression
Pg. 150 (AS textbook)
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Pg. 151 (AS textbook)
Evaluate the cognitive approach to treating depression
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Pg. 142-143 (AS textbook)
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Psychopathology
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Pg. 142-143 (AS textbook)
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The Biological Approach to Treating OCD
Pg. 154 (AS textbook)
Define SSRIs
 
 

Psychopathology
The Biological Approach to Treating OCD
Pg. 154 (AS textbook)
Explain how SSRIs are used to treat OCD
 
 

Psychopathology
The Biological Approach to Treating OCD
Pg. 154 (AS textbook)
Explain how SSRIs are combined with other treatments to treat OCD
 
 

Psychopathology
The Biological Approach to Treating OCD
Pg. 155 (AS textbook)
Evaluate the biological approach to treating OCD
 
 

Knowledge:

Topic:
Definitions of abnormality
1
What are the 4 definitions of abnormality?
1. Statistical infrequency
2. Deviation from social norms
3. Failure to function adequately
4. Deviation from ideal mental health
2
What is statistical infrequency?
Abnormality is defined as those behaviours that are extremely rare i.e. any behaviour that is found in very few people is regarded as abnormal. 
3
How can we distinguish between what is and isn't common behaviour?
Using a normal distribution curve
4
What is an example of a disorder which can be diagnosed using statistical infrequency?
Intellectual disability disorder (having an IQ below 70)
5
What is deviation from social norms?
Abnormal behaviour is seen as a deviation from unstated rules about how one ‘ought’ to behave
6
What are two examples of disorders which can be diagnosed using deviation from social norms?
1. Antisocial personality disorder (psychopathy) person is impulsive, aggressive and irresponsible. Symptoms based on social judgement that a psychopath is abnormal because they don’t conform to moral standards
2. Schizotypal personality disorder (SPD) Eccentric behaviour (superstition and beliefs in supernatural that deviate from social norms).
7
What is failure to function adequately?
Abnormality is seen as lacking the ability to go about daily life resulting in distress to themselves or others
8
What is an example of a disorder which can be diagnosed using failure to function adequately?
Intellectual disability disorder- A person cannot be diagnosed with this disorder based on having a very low IQ alone- they must be failing to function adequately before a diagnosis would be given.
9
What is deviation from ideal mental health?
Abnormality is defined in terms of an absence of criteria which indicates good mental health.
10
What are Jahoda's 5 criteria for ideal mental health?
	High self-esteem
2. Self-actualisation
3. Integration
4. Autonomy
5. Accurate perception of reality


Topic:
Phobias
1
What is a phobia?
An irrational fear of a particular stimulus or situation which causes high levels of anxiety and interferes with normal living.
2
What are the three categories of phobia recognised by the DSM-5?
1. Specific phobia= fear of a specific object or situation
2. Social phobia= fear of social situations
3. Agoraphobia= fear of being trapped in a public place where escape is difficult
3
What 3 types of characteristics can we use to identify the symptoms of a phobia?
	Emotional (how it make you feel)

Cognitive (how it makes you think) 
Behavioural (How it makes you act)
4
What are two emotional characteristics of phobias?
Persistent fear and anxiety
5
What are 3 behavioural characteristics of phobias?
	Avoidance- can make it hard to go about daily life

Freeze or faint- adaptive response as predator may think prey is dead
Panic (crying, screaming)
6
Outline one cognitive characteristic of phobias
Irrational nature of thinking and resistance to rational argument- e.g. a person with a fear of flying isn’t helped by arguments that flying is actually the safest from of transport
7
Outline one cognitive characteristic of phobias
Knows their fear is excessive or unreasonable- helps to distinguish between phobia and delusional mental illness when individual isn’t aware of unreasonableness of behaviour. 
8
Outline one cognitive characteristic of phobias
Selective attention to phobic stimulus- if can see phobic stimulus it’s hard to look away= good thing if it’s something dangerous, but it’s not useful when fear is irrational. 

Topic:
Behavioural approach to explaining phobias
1
What is the behavioural approach?
 A way of explaining behaviour in terms of what is observable and in terms of learning
2
What is classical conditioning?
Learning through association. A neutral stimulus is consistently paired with an unconditioned stimulus so that it eventually produces a conditioned response
3
What is operant conditioning?
Learning through reinforcement or punishment. If a behaviour is followed by a desirable consequence then that behaviour is more likely to occur again in the future. 
4
What is the two-process model?
A theory that explains the two processes that lead to the development of phobias- they begin through classical conditioning and are maintained through operant conditioning
5
What study demonstrates the acquisition of a phobia through classical conditioning?
Watson and Rayner (1920)- Little Albert
6
What is the neutral stimulus and unconditioned stimulus in the study of Little Albert?
NS= White rat
UCS= Loud noise
7
What is the unconditioned response in the study of Little Albert?
Fear
8
How is a phobia maintained through operant conditioning?
x We successfully escape fear when avoid phobic stimulus
x This acts as a negative reinforcement for avoidance behaviour and so more likely to repeat it= maintaining of phobia
9
What are the three types of consequences in operant conditioning?
Negative reinforcement, positive reinforcement and punishment
10
What is extinction?
The gradual weakening of a conditioned response that results in the behaviour decreasing when a CS is no longer paired with an UCS

Topic:
Behavioural approach to treating phobias
1
What is counterconditioning?
When a patient is taught, through classical conditioning, a new association that runs counter to the original association. 
2
What are the two behaviourist ways of treating phobias?
Systematic desensitisation and flooding
3
Which type of conditioning are these treatments based on?
Classical conditioning
4
What is systematic desensitisation (SD)?
A form of behavioural therapy whereby a client is gradually exposed to the phobic stimulus using a hierarchy, under relaxed conditions until the anxiety reaction is extinguished. 
5
What are the three stages of systematic desensitisation?
	Anxiety hierarchy = list of situations related to phobic stimulus arranged in order from least to most frightening.
	Relaxation =-Train client in deep relaxation techniques

Gradual Exposure= Work through hierarchy using relaxation techniques until client is ready to confront real fear
6
What are four examples of relaxation techniques?
1. Breathing exercises
2. Mental imagery
3. Muscle relaxation
4. Anti-anxiety drugs
7
What is flooding?
A form of behavioural therapy whereby a client is exposed to an extreme form of the phobic stimulus under relaxed conditions until the anxiety reaction is extinguished.  
8
What is one difference between flooding and systematic desensitisation?
SD- exposure is gradual. Flooding- exposure is immediate
9
Why might SD be more ethical than flooding?
Exposure is gradual. With flooding the immediate exposure may too traumatic for patient
10
What is an advantage of using flooding over SD?
It is highly effective and quicker



Topic:
Depression
1
What is depression?
A mood disorder where an individual feels sad and lacks interest in their usual activities.
2
What is the two major diagnostic criteria for depression?
1. Extreme feelings of persistent sadness
2. Loss of pleasure in normal activities
3
What are the four categories of depression recognised by the DSM-5?
1. Major depressive disorder
2. Persistent depressive disorder
3. Disrupted mood dysregulation disorder
4. Premenstrual dysphoric disorder
4
What are 3 emotional characteristics of depression?
1. Sadness and loss of pleasure in normal activities
2. Anger
3. Lowered self-esteem- feelings of self-loathing
5
What are 3 behavioural characteristics of depression?
1. Shift in activity level
2. Disruption to sleep and eating patterns
3. Self-harm- verbal or physical. Lead to physical aggression against self (self-harm- cutting or suicide attempts)
6
How can a person's activity level change if they have depression?
Lethargic= reduced energy levels
Psychomotor agitation= increased energy levels (person is irritable and paces)
7
How can a person’s sleep and eating behaviour be disrupted if they have depression?
Insomnia- reduced sleep or hypersomnia- increased need for sleep
Appetite may increase or decrease (weight gain or loss)
8
What are 3 cognitive characteristics of depression?
1. Poor concentration- unable to stick with task, trouble making decisions interfering with work
2. Negative schema- always expect things to turn out badly
3. 'Black and white' thinking- see things as either all bad or all good. When a situation is unfortunate they see it as an absolute disaster
9
When someone is depressed they may have disrupted sleep- which characteristic is this?
Behavioural

Topic:
Cognitive approach to explaining depression
1
What is the main assumption of the cognitive approach?
Our thought processes shape our behaviour and should be studied scientifically.
2
According to the cognitive approach what is the main cause of depression?
Faulty and negative thinking

3
What is musturbatory thinking?
Thinking that certain ideas must be true in order for an individual to be happy- e.g. I must do well or I am worthless- linked to Ellis' ABC model
4
What is Ellis’ ABC model (1962)?
A cognitive approach to understanding depression focusing on the effect of irrational beliefs on emotions
5
Outline what A, B and C stand for in Ellis’ model
A= An activating event
B= a belief triggered by the event (in the case of a depressed person an irrational belief)
C= Consequence of the belief (development of depression)
6
What is Beck’s Negative Triad (1967)?
A cognitive approach to understanding depression focusing on how negative schemas about the self, world and future lead to depression
7
How does someone acquire such negative schemas according to Beck?
Through their childhood as a result of a variety of factors:
	Parental and/or peer rejection
	Criticisms by teachers

8
What are systematic cognitive biases?
Drawing sweeping conclusions regarding self-worth on the basis of one small piece of negative feedback
9
What is an example of a systematic cognitive bias?
Performing poorly on a test and making the sweeping conclusion that you are rubbish at everything

Topic:
Cognitive approach to treating depression
1
What is cognitive-behavioural therapy?
A combination of cognitive therapy (a way of changing maladaptive thoughts and beliefs) and behavioural therapy (a way of changing behaviour in response to these thoughts and beliefs). 
2
What are the two types of cognitive-behavioural therapy?
1. Beck's cognitive therapy- challenge negative schemas about the world, themselves and the future
2. Ellis' rational emotive behaviour therapy (REBT)- turn irrational thoughts into rational ones
3
What did Ellie extend the ABC model to?
The ABCDEF model- D= disputing irrational thoughts
E= effects of disputing
F= New feelings produced
4
What are 3 ways you can dispute irrational thoughts?
1. Logical disputing
2. Empirical disputing
3. Pragmatic disputing
5
What is logical disputing?
Making client aware of how self-defeating beliefs don’t follow logically from information available
6
What is empirical disputing?
Making client aware of how beliefs are not consistent with reality
7
What is pragmatic disputing?
Emphasis placed on lack of usefulness of self-defeating beliefs
8
How can disputing make a person with depression feel better?
Helps them turn irrational thoughts into rational ones and stops them from catastrophising= become more self-accepting
9
What are two methods used in CBT?
1. Keeping a diary- to monitor events where negative thoughts occur and target them
2. Homework assignments- carry out tasks to test their irrational beliefs against reality ('patient as scientist')
10
What is 'patient as scientist?'
When patient is encouraged to investigate the reality of their negative schemas in the way a scientist would and evaluating evidence. E.g. recording any time they enjoyed an event

Topic:
OCD
1
What is obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)?
An anxiety disorder where anxiety arises from both obsessions and compulsions
2
What is an obsession?
A persistent thought which recurs over and over again and create anxiety (e.g. that germs are everywhere)
3
What is a compulsion?
Repetitive behaviours carried out to reduce the anxiety created by obsessions (e.g. repeatedly washing hands to get rid of germs).
4
What are the four categories of OCD recognised by the DSM-5?
1. OCD- obsessions and/or compulsions
2. Trichotillomania- hair pulling
3. Hoarding disorder- gathering of possessions
4. Excoriation disorder- skin picking
5
What are 3 emotional characteristics of OCD?
1. Anxiety and stress
2. Embarrassment or shame- aware that their behaviour is excessive
3. Depression- low mood and lack of enjoyment in activities
6
What are 2 behavioural characteristics of OCD?
	Compulsions 

Avoidance- reduce anxiety by keeping away from situations that trigger it
7
What are 3 cognitive characteristics of OCD?
1. Intrusive thoughts or impulses- inappropriate or forbidden
2. Obsessions
3. Aware of excessive anxiety- realise that thoughts on obsessions and compulsions are excessive or unreasonable
8
Which type of characteristic are obsessions?
Cognitive
9
Which type of characteristics are compulsions?
Behavioural
10
What characteristic of OCD sets them apart from someone with schizophrenia?
Being aware that their anxiety is excessive

Topic:
Biological approach to explaining OCD
1
What are the two biological explanations for OCD?
Genetic and neural explanations
2
What are candidate genes?
Genes which create vulnerability for a specific disorder
3
What are the two candidate genes for OCD?
1.Allele of the COMT gene= increase in dopamine
2. SERT gene- decrease in serotonin
4
How does an allele of the COMT gene lead to an increase in dopamine?
x Produces less COMT, which regulates dopamine
x Leads to increase in dopamine as it is not being regulated
5
Which two neurotransmitters have been implicated in OCD?
	Dopamine- levels are too high in people with OCD
	Serotonin- levels are too low in people with OCD

6
What does excessive dopamine lead to in OCD?
Compulsions
7
What does a decrease in serotonin lead to in OCD?
Obsessive thoughts and anxiety
8
What is an example of a neural explanation for OCD?
The 'worry' circuit
9
What is the 'worry circuit'?
x OFC sends 'worry signals' to thalamus
x Normally suppressed by caudate nucleus
x OCD sufferers have damaged caudate nucleus= thalamus being alerted and confirming 'worry' to OFC


Topic:


Biological approach to treating OCD
1
What are 2 types of drugs used to treat OCD?
1. Anti-depressants
2. Anti-anxiety drugs
2
What are three types of antidepressant drugs used to treat OCD?
1. Selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs)- e.g. Prozac, Zoloft
2. Tricyclics
3. Serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)
3
How do SSRIs increase the levels of serotonin?
They inhibit the re-absorption (re-uptake) of serotonin in the pre-synaptic neuron which then increases the concentration of serotonin at the synapse. 
4
How do SNRIs treat OCD?
They block the transporter mechanism that re-absorbs both serotonin and noradrenaline in the pre-synaptic cleft after it has fired.  
5
What is a disadvantage of using Tricyclics?
They have more severe side effects than SSRIs
6
How do anti-anxiety drugs work?
They reduce anxiety by slowing down the activity of the CNS by enhancing the activity of the neurotransmitter GABA – e.g. Xanax, Valium, Diazepam
7
What effect does GABA have on the CNS?
A quietening effect which reduces anxiety
8
What is the difference between SSRIs and SNRIs?
SSRIs stop the reuptake of serotonin whereas SNRIs stop the reuptake of both serotonin and noradrenaline
9
What evidence has shown the effectiveness of drug treatment for OCD?
Soomro et al. (2009)- reviewed 17 studies comparing SSRIs to placebos
x Found that SSRIs are more effective than placebos in reducing symptoms of OCD
10
What is are 2 disadvantages of using drug therapy?
1. Side effects- nausea, headaches, hallucinations, aggressiveness 
2. Not a lasting cure- symptoms return when stop taking medication


